Abstract The past 20 years has seen significant growth in using impedance-based assays to understand the molecular underpinning of endothelial and epithelial barrier function in response to physiological agonists and pharmacological and toxicological compounds. Most studies on barrier function use G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) agonists which couple to fast and transient changes in barrier properties. The power of impedance-based techniques such as electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS) resides in its ability to detect minute changes in cell layer integrity label-free and in real-time ranging from seconds to days. We provide a comprehensive overview of the biophysical principles, applications, and recent developments in impedance-based methodologies. Despite extensive application of impedance analysis in endothelial barrier research, little attention has been paid to data analysis and critical experimental variables, which are both essential for signal stability and reproducibility. We describe the rationale behind common ECIS data presentation and interpretation and illustrate practical guidelines to improve signal intensity by adapting technical parameters such as electrode layout, monitoring frequency, or parameter (resistance versus impedance magnitude). Moreover, we discuss the impact of experimental parameters, including cell source, liquid handling, and agonist preparation on signal intensity and kinetics. Our discussions are supported by experimental data obtained from human microvascular endothelial cells challenged with three GPCR agonists, thrombin, histamine, and sphingosine-1-phosphate.
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Introduction
In vitro assays for studying the barrier function of endothelial cells isolated from either the peripheral circulation or the brain-blood barrier (BBB) have become a valuable tool in cardiovascular and neurovascular research. These in vitro measurements support and complement in vivo and whole tissue experiments and have led to a better understanding of vascular and neurovascular pathologies as well as endothelial development, repair, differentiation, and intracellular signaling mechanisms.
Existing in vitro assays to study barrier function of cultured endothelial cells rely either on the passage of labeled tracer molecules or on the passage of electrical currents carried by ions across the endothelial cell layer [70, 109, 125] . The latter mode represents the basis for electrical resistance measurements across endothelial and epithelial cell layers. Since, from an electrical perspective, cells essentially behave like insulating particles with their membranes functioning as insulating dielectric shells, movement of ionic charge carriers across a cell layer is predominantly facilitated by the intercellular shunts. Especially, cell-cell junctions limit ionic movement across the intercellular cleft and this is accordingly reflected in a high transendothelial electrical resistance of the cell layer. To electrically measure ion mobility across endothelial cell layers, electrodes have to be introduced into the culture system [70, 109, 111] . The possible electrode arrangements are essentially determined by the nature of the cell culture growth substrate and will be discussed further below.
ECIS was invented in 1984 by Giaever and Keese as an alternative method to the use of microscopes to study cell behavior electrically [38] . In electric cell-substrate impedance sensing (ECIS), the cells are grown onto the surface of substrate-integrated planar thin-film electrodes of an inert nobel metal (e.g., gold) or metal oxides (e.g., indium tin oxide, ITO). Weak sinusoidal alternating currents (4 mA/cm 2 ) with frequencies ranging from 10 to 10 5 Hz are applied to the electrodes to measure the impedance of the system. Alterations in the degree of electrode coverage with cells change the system's impedance. More importantly, ECIS is sensitive to changes in cell morphology. Changes in morphology are essentially evoked by alterations in the architecture of the cell structural components such as the cytoskeleton and cell-cell and cell-substrate junctions, which are the major determinants of endothelial barrier function.
The proof of principle of ECIS in the study of endothelial barrier function was first documented in 1992 [102] . Bovine pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells were cultured on small circular thin-film gold electrodes to study changes in endothelial barrier in response to thrombin stimulation. Realtime measurement of resistance at 4000 Hz upon thrombin stimulation showed an immediate drop and subsequent recovery to baseline values within approximately 3 h, which reflected the transient collapse of endothelial barrier. This experiment documented for the first time that the decrease in endothelial electrical resistance as measured with ECIS essentially reflects thrombin-induced endothelial barrier disruption, as previously measured using filter-based permeability studies with 125 I-albumin [37, 63] . In contrast to the use of 125 Ialbumin, label-free ECIS provided a much better temporal resolution and further enabled measurements of barrier recovery subsequent to the transient barrier disruption caused by thrombin. Since then, ECIS has developed into a popular in vitro standard technique for the study of vascular barrier function [114, 125] . This was particularly important for studies aimed at recording the immediate response of the endothelial monolayer to stimulation with inflammatory mediators that temporarily disrupt barrier integrity, many of which signal through G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). Furthermore, ECIS allows accurate monitoring of endothelial monolayer integrity in response to barrier-stabilizing mediators and also offers a standardized system to study the molecular signaling mechanisms that control changes in barrier function in response to various agonists and mediators.
In the late 1990s, the interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) have been introduced for impedance-based cell monitoring by Ehret et al. [31, 32] , followed by the real-time cell electronic sensing (RT-CES) technology by Solly et al. in 2004 [92] . The IDEs technology has been incorporated in the Bionas biosensor to enable encompassing quantification of cell behavior (www.bionas-discovery.com). The RT-CES technology has been commercialized as the xCelligence system by Acea Biosystems and Roche (www.aceabio.com), which also found broad application in endothelial and epithelial barrier function studies [4, 19, 34, 49, 61, 74, 96] .
Even though a significant amount of literature has been published in the endothelial field using commercial impedance systems, in principle, powerful impedance measurement setups can be built in-house. Requirements are an impedance analyzer and culture ware with an incorporated two-electrode layout, where at least one of the electrodes is substrate-integrated. All solid substrate-based impedance techniques rely on the same basic principle. However, due to differences in electrode layout and size, the measurement system, data calculation, analysis, and presentation providing allencompassing guidelines that are applicable to the different systems are challenging. Therefore, this manuscript is predominantly focused on addressing endothelial barrier function studies using the ECIS® technique developed by Applied BioPhysics Inc. (www.biophysics.com). Nevertheless, most of the general guidelines contained herein can be translated to other impedimetric setups, and an understanding of the differences between available techniques is a prerequisite to exploit the experimental scope for assay improvement.
To support our points of discussion, we include typical ECIS response profiles of primary human dermal microvascular endothelial cells (HDMEC) in response to distinct barrier-modifying GPCR agonists, namely thrombin, histamine, and S1P (Fig. 1) . We use these examples to illustrate how certain experimental conditions influence the outcome of the experiment.
Thrombin, which causes a transient but drastic disruption of endothelial cell-cell junctions, is often used as a model agonist to study the intracellular signal transduction pathways and cytoskeleton-associated proteins involved in endothelial barrier regulation [66, 109] . Pharmacological modulation or molecular manipulation (gene knockdown or knockout) of a signaling protein or pathway can affect thrombin-mediated disruption of the endothelial barrier in a protective or destabilizing manner. Such effects can be directly and continuously measured by ECIS as changes in the magnitude of resistance decrease and in the kinetics of barrier breakdown and recovery upon thrombin stimulation. Furthermore, depending on the type of agonist considered (e.g., thrombin, histamine, or sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P)), the effects on endothelial barrier is different in terms of profile, magnitude, and kinetics ( Fig. 1) . While thrombin and histamine both lead to a disruption of the endothelial barrier in the case of histamine, this disruption is relatively less potent and displays a faster recovery. By contrast, S1P has barrierenhancing effects [36, 122] . The capabilities of either agonist to promote barrier disruption or stabilization depend greatly on the actual maturity of the cell layer. For instance, barrier-disrupting agonists such as thrombin or histamine may fail to affect the endothelial layer resistance if the cell layer is not confluent or the cellcell junctions are immature. In a similar manner, barrierstabilizing agonists such as S1P may have only marginal or no effect on the barrier if the cell layer is wellmatured and has reached its maximal density of cellcell junction proteins and structural stability. The expression of cell-cell junctions depends on various factors such as vascular bed origin, cell passage, cell density, and cell culture parameters, including culture medium composition. Furthermore, when working with primary cells from varying donor tissues, genetic and epigenetic factors have to be considered. In this context, the well-appreciated and extremely high sensitivity of ECIS can lead to difficulties in reproducibility and signal stability. As inconsistencies in experimental conditions and biological variability are reflected in electrical impedance of the cell layer, highly variable results can be generated. This manuscript aims to provide basic technical background of ECIS and to supply guidelines for the setup of a successful endothelial barrier function experiment. Typical response profiles of HDMEC cell layers after stimulation with either 5 nM thrombin (red trace), 10 μM histamine (blue trace), or 1 μM S1P (gray trace). Data were normalized to resistances before agonist addition. Absolute baseline values of respective cell layers before agonist addition were around 4000 Ω for histamine and thrombin and 2200 Ω for S1P
Overview of endothelial barrier function assays ECIS is only one of various in vitro approaches that has been developed to investigate endothelial and epithelial barrier regulation. An overview of the different in vitro techniques available will help understand the advantages and limitations of ECIS compared to other methods. In vitro assays for studying barrier function on cultured endothelial cells can be grouped into filter-based methods and solid substrate-based methods (Fig. 2) . These methods either measure permeability of cell layers towards (macro-) molecular compounds or use label-free electrical measurements that determine electrical resistance across the cell layer based on Ohm's law (R=V/I) as an indication of cell monolayer permeability.
Filter-based assays for macromolecular permeability Cell culture on porous filters has been successfully used to study barrier function of endothelial and epithelial tissue over several decades (Fig. 2a, b) . Cell culture on a porous substrate somewhat mimics the in vivo situation by creating two compartments separated by the cell layer. In these systems the upper compartment of the filter typically reflects the luminal side, while the lower compartment represents the abluminal side of the barrier forming tissue. One easy approach to study barrier properties, without the need for expensive equipment, is to quantify the permeation rate of a chromophore/ fluorophore-or a radioisotope-labeled tracer compound (e.g., fluorescein-isothiocyanate (FITC)-albumin, FITC- Fig. 2 Overview of popular in vitro systems for study of barrier function using cultured endothelial cells. a, b Filter-based methods: Cultured endothelial cells are grown onto permeable filter supports to measure a passage of tracer molecules across an endothelial cell layer or b transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER) using a 4-electrode (upper panel) or 2-electrode setup (lower panel). Yellow bars indicate electrodes of conductive material (e.g., Ag, Au, stainless steel, platinum, and indium tin oxide). Blue arrows indicate current flow, which is unidirectional for DC or bidirectional for AC signals (drawn unidirectionally for clarity). c, d Solid substrate-based methods: c Recently developed techniques for molecular permeability using macroporous silicon that serve as microcuvettes (upper panel) or specific biotin/avidin interactions to immobilize tracer molecules at the site of molecule passage through the cell layer (lower panel). d Cells directly grown onto substrate-integrated electrodes are the basis for ECIS and related electrical techniques. Typically, substrate-integrated electrodes are in coplanar arrangement (upper setup). Note that the counter electrode (CE) is usually significantly larger than the working electrode (WE). In this setup, the ECIS signal is dominated by changes that occur at the small working electrode. With the use of interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) with finger-like patterns, both electrodes contribute equally to the overall impedance signal. Alternatively, the counter electrode can be submersed into the culture medium approaching from the top (lower setup). Only the working electrode is substrate-integrated. In this case, the counter dipping electrode needs to have an at least 500-fold bigger surface area to make its contribution to the measurement negligible dextran, [ 13 C]-sucrose, [ 3 H]-inulin, and [ 125 I]-albumin), which are well described in various current reviews [21, 70, 109, 125] and will be briefly discussed for completeness (Fig. 2a) . The tracer molecule is added to the upper compartment (luminal side) of the cell layer, and the amount of molecules that cross the cell layer over time is detected in the lower compartment via optical (photometry and fluorometry) or radiometric techniques. The permeability coefficient can then be calculated using the time required for the accumulation of the tracer molecule in the abluminal compartment. Using molecular tracers that vary in physicochemical properties, such as size or charge, enable determining the route of permeation across an epithelial or endothelial tissue and the molecular composition of the barrier. Different molecular weight dextrans, for example, show size-dependent transport across the vascular wall, which pointed to the existence of two distinct transport routes-a paracellular pathway for ions (Na
, and HCO − ) and small hydrophilic molecules such as water, urea, glucose and small proteins (<3 nm), and a transcellular route for most proteins and larger molecules [69, 66] . Ion-selective transport across endothelia and epithelia quantified by radiometry ( 22 Na, 45 Ca, and 86 Rb) or colorimetric detection can provide good indications on the molecular composition of cell-cell junctional structures such as the contribution of ion-selective claudins. These approaches are often used to study permeability and filtering properties of transport across epithelia such as the renal epithelium [99, 3, 94] . Moreover, filter-based molecular transport assays are well appreciated in the study of the blood brain barrier (BBB) and its interaction with possible drug candidates, as they can reveal information on drug permeability, toxicity, or effect on efflux transporters [116] .
Tracer molecule-based measurements using endothelial cell layers grown on porous filters are integral. This means that possible defects in the cell layer will contribute to the overall readout where they go typically undetected. Unless certain tracer compounds are used that are exclusively transported via the paracellular pathway, such as dextrans, sucrose, and inulin, one cannot distinguish if the molecular tracer has passed the cell layer via the paracellular or transcellular route.
Solid substrate-based assays for macromolecular permeability To solve limitations of filter-based solute permeability, solid substrate-based techniques have been developed more recently [30, 67] (Fig. 2c) . Tracer compounds are either collected at the abluminal side of the cell layer by diffusion into cuvettelike micropores [67] or immobilized on the culture substrate by biotin/avidin interactions [30] (Fig. 2c) . For example, the cuvette-like micropores, which are significantly smaller than cells, allow collection of compounds that diffuse across a small portion of each cell with high spatial resolution [67] .
Such high spatial resolution would potentially allow for determination of the relative fraction of compounds that enters the microcuvettes via either cell-cell junctions or the transcellular route. The detection of these relative fractions can be subsequently confirmed by confocal microscopy. Individual microcuvettes can reveal spatially restricted single cell defects within the cell layer; such localized defects often compromise the accuracy of measurements in conventional filter assays.
Even though tracer molecule-based assays are straightforward in theory, these permeability studies are quite timeconsuming and the lack of automatization limits parallelization and temporal resolution. Limitations with the use of macromolecular tracer compounds also lie in the differences in physico-chemical properties of various tracer molecules. Size, polarity, and charge of the tracer compound can influence the permeation efficiency and route significantly, which create a challenge for data interpretation. This is especially of concern when the molecular structures that promote the transport of tracers used are not yet identified. Importantly, the concentration gradient across the cell layer drives the accumulation of tracer molecules into the lower compartment until equilibrium is reached. This fact combined with the low temporal resolution limits the level of detailed information obtained on the dynamics of permeability changes across cell layers. This means that molecule permeability measurements become particularly ineffective when applied to the study of the recovery phase of the cell monolayer's barrier properties subsequent to treatments that reversibly alter barrier function. Thus, fast dynamic and transient alterations in barrier integrity, as typically found under physiological stimulation of cell surface receptors, might not be readily detectable and their molecular basis goes undetected.
Electrical methods
To circumvent the use of macromolecular tracer compounds, electrical methods have been developed that rely on the permeability of endothelia towards small ionic species abundantly available in physiological cell media (mainly ions such as Na + , Cl − , and HCO 3 − ) and measured electrically (Fig. 2b, d ). Since ionic mobility across the cell layer is driven by an externally applied electric field instead of a concentration gradient, electrical methods are not limited by the extinction of a molecule gradient and are not only sensitive to barrierdisrupting but also barrier-restoring processes. Moreover, measuring overall electrical conductivity bypasses ion selectivity across barriers with well-established and ion-selective tight junctional structures [99, 105, 118] . The label-free aspect, automation, and continuous monitoring of endothelial barrier function are the most significant advantages afforded by electrical techniques in comparison to macromolecular solute permeability studies.
Since the permeability of the plasma membrane towards ions is in most cases significantly lower compared to paracellular pathways (except for cases where paracellular permeability reaches the order of magnitude of electrical conductivity of the plasma membrane ion channels, e.g., endothelia of the BBB [114] ), ion movement across a cell layer essentially describes the paracellular pathway and largely excludes transcellular solute transport mediated by vesicles.
As electrical techniques exploit Ohm's law, either a current or a voltage is applied across the cell layer. By measuring the respective returning voltage or current, the transendothelial electrical resistance (often referred to as TEER or sometimes TER for transendothelial/epithelial electrical resistance) is determined.
Filter-based electrical assays
Filter-based electrical setups (Fig. 2b) either apply a direct current (DC) and measure Ohmic resistance or inject a sinusoidal alternating current (AC) and measure the complex impedance of the system [12, 114] (for a more detailed physical background on complex impedance, we refer to excellent literature on impedance spectroscopy [8, 62] ). Since there is a constant concern that sustained exposure of cells to electric DC fields interferes with cellular processes due to membrane polarization or intracellular charge displacements [75] , less invasive AC measurements are typically preferred for longterm monitoring of cell behavior. Nonetheless, DC measurements can be adequately used for experiments with short exposure times and those that do not require continuous monitoring. Many DC techniques use handheld chopstick electrodes and, thus, still suffer from low parallelization and lack of automation. Since the filter itself significantly contributes to the overall resistance which cannot be separated from the cell layer resistance in DC measurements, the resistance of cell-free filters has to be measured in advance and subsequently subtracted.
In contrast to the rather limited information content of DC measurements, impedance spectroscopy that uses AC signals with discretely modulated frequencies within a spectrum mostly between 1 and 10 6 Hz enables a more diversified study of the passive electric properties of the cell layer. Impedance, describing the electrical resistance in response to an AC signal, takes into account that capacitors become more conductive with increasing AC frequency. In a cell layer, it is the plasma membranes that show capacitive behavior, storing charges at either side of their hydrophobic core. Thus, in addition to obtaining information on the resistance of barrier forming cell-cell junctions, changes in the cell layer capacitance are also detected. Changes in capacitance are an indicator for cell layer integrity or, for example, epithelial differentiation which is characterized by formation of microvilli [111] . Data collection at different AC frequencies also provides a reliable internal control for the setup whereby the resistance of the bathing fluid and contribution of the electrodes can be determined from impedance data without the need for control measurements on cell-free filters to be performed in advance. One of the first fully automated and computer-controlled setups to perform time-resolved impedance-based techniques for TEER measurements for a set of 12 filters has been described by Wegener et al. in 2004 [111] and is commercialized by Nanoanalytics GmbH (cellZscope).
TEER measurements using cells grown on porous filters, by either DC or AC techniques, are successfully applied for endothelia and epithelia that form very tight barriers, especially endothelia of the BBB [76, 106, 78, 22] and renal and colon epithelial cells [82, 45] [20, 26, 107] and even up to 1000-2000Ωcm 2 in coculture systems or when stimulated with hydrocortisone [20, 107, 43] . For relatively leaky endothelial cell layers with resistances of less than 5Ωcm 2 , as is the case for endothelial cells from the macrovasculature, filter-based TEER measurements reach their detection limit and become incapable of resolving the impact of experimental manipulation on barrier properties with sufficient sensitivity. Even though impedance spectroscopy enables separation of cell layer resistance (R cl = TEER) and cell layer capacitance (C cl ), it is not possible to separate contributions from the resistance of the cell-filter adhesion zone (R ad ) and the resistance from cell-cell junctions (R j ) [111, 114] . This is especially problematic for rather leaky endothelia with less pronounced cell-cell junctions [58, 114] . In a similar manner to macromolecular permeability, filterbased resistance measurements can suffer from leaks in the filter or defects within sites of the cell layer that can easily make readouts less reliable when these defects remain undetected. Unfortunately, microscopic quality control of the cell layers can be difficult when filter supports are only semitransparent and microstructured. Another critical aspect is the positioning of the electrodes since heterogeneity and variability in electric fields (Fig. 2b , upper panel) can result in inconsistencies of TEER values. Changes in electrode positioning are especially likely to occur during experimental manipulation such as manual addition of agonists. Therefore, quantitative changes in TEER might not be exclusively due to stimulation of biochemical pathways by the agonist. These inherent difficulties and the marginal improvements achieved with filter-based measurements created the driving force for developing alternative and more sensitive approaches.
However, certain aspects of filter-based measurements should not be underrated. Filter-based measurements have the great advantage that cell layers are accessible through the two compartments they separate. This allows co-culturing of endothelia or epithelia with, e.g., fibroblast, pericytes, or smooth muscle cells that can modulate differentiation and barrier properties [17] . Using permeable substrates, electrical studies can be combined with molecular permeability measurements as described above so that a multi-parametric analysis can be performed on the same cell layer. Recognizing these advantages, companies which initially have been focusing on solid substrate-based impedance techniques are recently developing filter-based alternatives.
Solid substrate-based electrical assays such as ECIS
The development of solid substrate-based techniques such as ECIS appeared to be a valuable alternative to filter-based electrical measurements. Filter-based assays are important to the study of endothelial cells as cells grown on porous substrates are likely closer to their in vivo situation than cell growing on solid substrates. However, beyond the technical difficulties that are discussed above, most of the other cell culture techniques such as microscopy, protein isolation and quantification, nucleic acid analysis, gene expression profiling, etc. are done with cells harvested from solid substrates. To properly correlate those results with barrier function properties, barrier function needs to be measured across cells grown on solid substrates. For this reason, this paper focuses on the issue of preforming reliable and reproducible assays with solid substrate-based impedance methods.
In this case, cells are directly grown onto the electrode surface and thereby alter the impedance at the electrodesolution interface (Fig. 2d) . Thin gold film is the most commonly used electrode material since it is easy to pattern, has low specific resistance, is chemically inert, and highly compatible with surface modifications under physiological conditions (e.g., adsorption of zwitterionic cysteine followed by extracellular matrix protein adsorption). They are semitransparent when used in thin layers of only 50-100 nm, allowing phase-contrast microscopy. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is a transparent alternative to gold and is also compatible with florescence microscopy. Thin-film technologies allow miniaturization of electrode patterns down to the size of a single cell. This enables integration of impedance measurements to multi-well plate formats as used in high-throughput screening.
As an alternative to averaging values from a large cell population grown on one large electrode, multiple small electrodes can be positioned beneath the cell layer to create multiple individual measuring spots. Coplanar patterning of thin-film electrodes on cell culture ware makes solid substrate-based impedance measurements consistent and compatible with in vitro cell culture, immunofluorescence staining, and biochemical assays. Even combinations with other electrical methods that use thin-film electrodes can be easily achieved, such as in situ electroporation of cells [95] , quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) [44] , and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) [68] , that allow for multi-parametric analysis of the cell culture. Substrate-integrated electrodes can either be arranged as interdigitated comb structures (IDEs) [31, 71, 92, 5] or use a small working electrode (WE) in combination with a large counter electrode (CE) (Fig. 2d, middle panel) , as is the case for ECIS (described in more detail below) and other noncommercialized setups [119, 77, 80, 55, 38] . Both strategies are aimed at making the impedance of the electrode-solution interface dominate over contributions from the bulk resistance, thus enhancing the sensitivity of the measurements to detect subtle changes in electrode coverage with cells or morphological changes within the cell layer. The WE/CE and IDE concept differ in the percentage of well coverage and relative contribution of opposing electrodes to the overall impedance signal. In the classical WE/CE approach with an area ratio of at least 1/100 suggested by Giaever and Keese, the signal is dominated by impedance changes at the much smaller working electrode. In contrast, using interdigitated electrode structures that change at both electrode branches contribute to the overall measurement. IDEs can cover up to 80 % of the well area, which means that the signal is averaged over a significant proportion of the cell population in a well, decreasing well-to-well differences and increasing dynamic range. With the WE/CE, only a small but defined population is probed, which can have the advantage that the population measured can be monitored in parallel by other means such as phase contract microscopy. The constriction resistance of the small WE creates a high sensitivity for minute morphological changes within the cell layer, which can be measured as cell metabolism-dependent impedance fluctuations also referred to as micromotion [39, 56, 57] . However, the requirement of a significantly larger counter electrode limits the abilities for miniaturization of the WE/CE concept.
ECIS and other substrate-integrated electric measurements allow for sensitive readouts on cell layer impedance even for non-barrier forming cells, such as fibroblasts [38] and highly invasive cancer cells [46, 52] . In contrast to filter-based methods, ECIS can thus be used for any adherent cell type to characterize cell behavior associated with changes in cell coverage or cell shape and cell layer architecture. ECIS applications range from measurement of cell attachment, spreading [113] , and proliferation [121] to analysis of cellular micromotility [56, 57, 60] and lateral migration (i.e., wound healing assays) [47, 85] to cytotoxicity studies [42, 100, 120] and monitoring of cell differentiation [7, 87] , and of course endothelial and epithelial barrier function [25, 40] .
ECIS is especially well suited for the analysis of endothelial and epithelial barrier function since individual impedance contributions from the intercellular cleft, the cell-electrode junction, and the cell membranes can be distinguished according to a mathematical model developed by Giaever and Keese in 1991 [39] . Using this model, cell morphology and behavior within confluent cell layers can be defined by three model parameters, R b , α, and C m , which represent impedance contributions from the cell-cell junctions, cell-substrate junctions, and membrane capacitance, respectively [39, 112] (described in more detail below under "ECIS setup and principle"). Thus, contributions that specifically arise form barrierforming intercellular junctions can be distinguished [83, 112, 10] .
ECIS setup and principle
ECIS setup The ECIS technique is based on a coplanar thinfilm gold two-electrode layout which is patterned on the bottom of a polycarbonate (Lexan™ or PET) cell culture substrate, as schematically depicted in Fig. 3a -c and described in detail in the figure legend. Adherent cells are directly grown onto the surface of the gold film electrodes and the insulating polymer that confines the active electrode area to a defined geometry (Fig. 3a, b) . The classical electrode design consists of one small circular working electrode (Ø∼250 μm, 5× 10 −5 cm 2 ) and a counter electrode that is about 500 times larger (Fig. 3a, c) . The 8-well arrays of this one electrode/well type are referred to as 8W1E. Other commonly used array types vary with respect to electrode size and layout as will be described below or are arranged in a 96-well format.
A schematic illustration of the electrical circuitry of the ECIS system is shown in Fig. 3c . It includes the cell culture medium or any other physiological buffer as an ionic conductor between the two coplanar electrodes. In the classical 8W1E electrode layout, the small working electrode creates a bottleneck for current flow. Thus, changes occurring at the small working electrode dominate the measurement, while the contribution of the counter electrode becomes negligible. Cells adhering to the electrode, due to the insulating properties of their membranes, limit free current flow at the electrodesolution interface. Thus, the measurement becomes extremely sensitive to minute structural changes within the cell layer on the working electrode.
Measurement principle Electrodes are probed with a weak non-invasive AC signal within a range of frequencies between 10 and 10 5 Hz and the frequency-dependent impedance (Z), which describes the electrical resistance in an AC circuit, is measured. According to Ohm's law impedance, Z is defined by the ratio of voltage V(t) and current I(t). However, calculation of Z becomes challenging when phase shifts, as typically induced by capacitors or coils, between amplitude and current occur. Therefore, Z is viewed as a complex quantity, which can be graphically presented by a vector in a twodimensional plane (Fig. 3e) . The magnitude |Z| denotes the length of the impedance vector, and the phase shift φ describes the angle between the vector and the x-axis. Accordingly, complex impedance is often expressed as exponential function (Z=|Z|·e iφ ). Alternatively, impedance is defined by its Cartesian coordinates (Z=Z′+iZ″) that separate impedance contributions arising from current in-phase with the voltage (Z′) from impedance contributions arising from 90°or out-of-phase currents (Z″) (Fig. 3e) . In-phase impedance contributions (Z′, along the "real" axis) are termed resistance. Out-of-phase impedance contributions (Z″, along the "imaginary" axis) are termed reactance and can include impedances arising from capacitive (Z C ) and, if applicable, inductive elements (Z L ). The prescript i is defined as ffiffiffiffiffiffi −1 p and can be viewed as a way to expand onedimensional entities into two-dimensional ones, which is necessary to describe vectors such as impedance.
Figure 3d depicts how the ECIS system depends on the frequency of the injected AC signal, which is often illustrated by a so-called Bode diagram, plotting the impedance magnitude |Z| as a function of frequency (f) on double logarithmic scales. The graph shows respective typical impedance spectra for a cell-free system (gray line) and a system that includes a confluent cell layer grown onto the small electrode (black trace with filled circles).
The cell-free working electrode submerged in cell culture medium can be approximately described as a capacitor in series with an ohmic resistor (see Fig. 4a-c) . The ionic bulk solution itself and the bottleneck effect of the small working electrode (Fig. 4b) define the ohmic resistance of the system (ohmic resistance arising from electrical wiring is small in comparison). Frequency-dependent polarization of the electrode surface submerged in ionic solutions leads to temporary accumulation of ionic species at the electrode-electrolyte interface (Fig. 4c) . Consequently, a so-called electrical double layer forms, which approximately displays electrical behavior of a capacitor-like element (more accurately described by a constant phase element (CPE) [64] , an empirically derived electrical circuit element for non-ideal capacitive behavior). The Bode diagram for an 8W1E type cell-free electrode submerged in cell culture medium is shown in Fig. 3d (gray line). For low frequencies, the electrode capacitance dominates the |Z| spectrum as indicated by the declining slope of approximately −1 (non-ideal capacitor). In the high frequency end, impedance becomes frequency independent as the ohmic resistance of the bulk phase dominates.
When adherent cells are grown onto the electrode surface, they alter the impedance at the electrode-solution interface in a frequency-dependent manner (Fig. 3d , black trace with filled circles). The impedance of the cell-covered electrode is increased compared to a cell-free electrode by Z cl (Fig. 4d) within a certain frequency range (∼100-100,000 Hz for most cell types on 8W1E). The nature of the impedance contributed by the cell layer depends on the frequency of the probing signal. For relatively low current frequencies (100-10, 000 Hz), the current is forced to flow around the cell bodies, squeezing through the narrow clefts beneath and between neighboring cells (Fig. 3d , section I delineated by red dashed lines; also see Fig. 4d , e blue arrows). This pathway is largely resistive in nature, and measurements in this frequency range (typically around 4000 Hz) essentially focus on changes that occur in the cell-cell contact and cell-substrate contact ) and the significantly larger counter electrode is provided by the cell culture medium. Blue arrows, drawn uni-directionally for clarity, indicate the alternating current flow. The complex impedance Z of the system is measured as a function of frequency and comprises information on resistive (R) as well as capacitive (C) behavior of the system. Impedance magnitude |Z|, Ohmic resistance R, and capacitance C are used as typical monitoring parameters to measure cell behavior. d The frequency-dependent behavior of a cellfree and cell-covered electrode presented in a so-called Bode diagram, reflecting the impedance increase due to the cell layer between ∼10 3 and 10 5 Hz. For the system presented here, the signal is dominated by the paracellular cell layer resistance between about 10 3 and 10 4 Hz (section I delineated by dashed red lines) and is increasingly influenced by capacitive currents across the cell membranes between 10 4 and 10 5 Hz (section II delineated by dashed red lines). e The complex impedance Z can be graphically presented as a vector in a complex plane. Herein, the complex impedance Z is described by the length of the vector, its magnitude |Z|, which is the ratio of the amplitudes V 0 and I 0 according to Ohm's law, and the angle between the vector and the x-axis, which describes the frequency-dependent phase shift φ. As expressed in Cartesian coordinates, the x-axis (real axis in complex plane) describes the in-phase (real) portion of the impedance (no phase shift, i.e., ohmic resistance of the bulk and paracellular pathway), while the imaginary axis quantifies the 90°out-of-phase (imaginary) contribution (i.e., double layer capacitance at electrode-solution interface and membrane capacitance) for each frequency. Monitoring parameters |Z|, R, and C can be calculated from real and imaginary contributions according to the given equations regions of the cell layer. In endothelial barrier studies, this behavior at low frequency currents is used to probe for functional characteristics and stability of cell-cell junctions, namely adherens and tight junctions, that critically control the passage of solutes, cells, and fluid across the cell layer. At higher frequencies (>10,000 Hz), the current considerably couples capacitatively across the cell membranes (Fig. 4d , green arrows) and lowers the cell layer impedance at the high frequency end of the spectrum (Fig. 3d , section II delineated by red dashed lines). Monitoring cell behavior at high frequencies is therefore useful to assess processes that are associated with the degree of electrode coverage with cells. These cell coverage-dependent processes can be attachment and spreading after seeding of the cell suspension, proliferation, migration, or cell death [113] . At intermediate frequency values, the current can represent a mixture of both routes with varying contributions, resulting in a complex network of possible pathways (Fig. 4e, red arrows) .
Modeling of ECIS data
Comparison of an experimental setup to a network of ideal electric circuit elements such as Ohmic resistors and capacitors is a common practice in impedance spectroscopy, and equivalent circuits are usually developed that show similar electric frequency response to the experimental system. The total impedance of this equivalent circuit is calculated using Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws depending on the respective arrangement of individual model elements (e.g., Fig. 4 ). This allows deriving a mathematical transfer function; fitting the transfer function to the experimental data finally provides estimates for the individual impedance contributions of the system. This approach is routinely applied for filter-based impedance measurements. The following parameters can be extracted from filter-based measurements, as described above in "filter-based electrical assays": R bulk for the resistance of the medium, filter, and wiring; C el for electrode capacitance; R cl for the ohmic resistance of the cell layer (mostly defined as TEER [Ωcm 2 ]); and the cell layer capacitance C cl . To analyze impedance spectra obtained with ECIS, Giaever and Keese developed a transfer function by using a slightly modified approach that is based on the derivation of differential equations and corresponding boundary conditions [39] . Three model parameters that describe properties of the cell layer can be extracted from the transfer function: α, R b , and C m (Fig. 5a) . 2 ). The parameter R b is a measure for the electrical resistance in the intercellular clefts and is highly influenced by the tightness of cell-cell contacts. Changes in the cell radius can also affect R b since a reduction of the total sum of intercellular spaces increases the resistance across the cell layer. Membrane properties are represented by the model parameter C m . C m is influenced by membrane composition and morphology such as the formation of microvilli in the apical side as is the case for many epithelial cells. Figure 5b illustrates the respective influence of changes in α, R b , and C m on frequencydependent course of |Z|. By fitting the transfer function to the experimental data of confluent cell layers on ECIS electrodes ( Fig. 5c ; shown only for HDMEC for clarity), cell-type specific values for α, R b , and C m can be extracted. The table in Fig. 5d shows the results from α, R b , and C m analysis on HDMEC, HUVEC, and, as a non-endothelial example, rat vascular smooth muscle cell (RVSMC) layers. The difference in barrier function of these three cell types is especially reflected by their respective R b values. Thus, α, R b , and C m analysis of impedance spectra can be extremely useful to assess endothelial cell layer quality.
Experimental settings and practical guidelines
Monitoring parameters As described above, recording of an impedance spectrum provides information on the frequencydependent behavior of the entire system under study, not only the cell layer (described by Z cl ) but also the electrode capacitance and bulk resistance including electrical wiring. During ECIS data acquisition, for each selected frequency, both the impedance magnitude |Z| and phase shift φ between current and voltage are recorded from which the resistance (real part of the impedance Z′ or the in-phase impedance) and reactance (imaginary part of impedance Z″ or the 90°out of phase impedance) can be calculated. Whereas |Z| contains information on both resistive and capacitive behavior of the system, resistance reflects only the resistive contribution and reactance reflects only the capacitive contribution. In this system, Z′=R and Z″=1/2πfC and thus C=1/2πf Z″. Note that due to frequency-dependent impedance contributions of resistance and reactance, the magnitude of these quantities is also frequency-dependent. This means that if data are presented as a function of resistance (R), it only reflects the portion of system impedance that behaves as an Ohmic resistor. Cell layer contributions to resistance arise at the intercellular and subcellular clefts. On the other hand, capacitance (C) data mirrors the reactance of the system and neglects the resistive contribution. Cells change the capacitance of the system due to the capacitive behavior of their plasma membranes. Consequently, the choice of which parameter to monitor, impedance magnitude, resistance, or capacitance depends on the focus of the study. Capacitance readings at high frequencies (e.g., 40 ,000 Hz, see spectrum in Fig. 3d , section II) are useful in documenting changes in electrode coverage, such as attachment and spreading, proliferation, and migration. R and |Z| between 400 and 4000 Hz (see spectrum in Fig. 3d , section I) are typically chosen to assess changes within paracellular pathways, such as changes in cell morphology and barrier function.
To illustrate the differences between these monitoring parameters, Fig. 6a shows attachment, spreading, and differentiation of an HDMEC cell layer followed over time by means of impedance magnitude (|Z|, black curve) resistance (R, red curve), and capacitance (C, blue curve). The time course of capacitance at 40 kHz, which is sensitive for the degree of electrode coverage with cells, indicates that a confluent cell layer is established after 48 h (Fig. 6a, blue curve) . In contrast, HDMEC cell layer resistance (R) at 4 kHz, the parameter for barrier function, continuously increases over the entire 90 h of data acquisition until a maximum resistance of about 3500Ω is obtained (Fig. 6a, red curve) . In compliance with the electrical data fluorescent staining of VE-cadherin and the actin cytoskeleton in HDMEC cell layers at different time points after seeding (Fig. 6b) revealed ongoing cytoskeletal rearrangements and increased colocalization of actin and VEcadherin after 96 h as compared to only 24 h. |Z| at 4 kHz shows a similar behavior to R, but with slightly higher magnitude (Fig. 6a, black curve) .
Frequency spectra for |Z| and R for cell-free and HDMEC cell-covered 8W1E type electrodes are shown in Fig. 6c , f, and those of the ratios of cell-covered/cell-free for |Z| and R are depicted in Fig. 6d , g. The maxima of these ratios indicate the respective frequencies with the broadest range of relative change in |Z| or R (Fig. 6d, g ), and these represent the optimal frequencies that should typically be used in sensitive ECIS measurements. The higher the number of different frequencies applied to the system, the lower is the temporal resolution of the measurements. For instance, in cases where the cell layer responses are fast and only transient (e.g., GPCR stimulation with histamine), the speed of data acquisition can be critical, and as such, instead of successively recording whole frequency spectra, the number of measurement frequencies should be limited to only one or few selected frequencies. In the example shown in Fig. 6e , a whole spectrum was initially recorded to determine the optimal frequency (in this case 2 kHz) with the maximum dynamic range of R cell-covered /R cell-free . Then, the response of the cell layer to histamine stimulation was monitored at this selective frequency as a function of time (Fig. 6e,  h ). For studies on endothelial barrier function, R is often preferred over |Z| since resistance readings exclusively mirror the purely resistive contributions. R is thus reflective of changes that occur at cell-cell and cell-substrate junctions. Resistance versus TEER and R b TEER is a well-established term that originates from transfilter measurements and is also frequently used to describe data obtained with solid substratebased electrical measurements. We want to make the reader aware of the differences in TEER between data obtained from filter-based and solid substrate-based impedance measurements. TEER classically describes the resistance of the cell layer only (see "Overview of endothelial barrier function assays"). Routinely, in filter-based measurements, TEER is obtained by either subtraction of the resistance of the empty filter and bulk solution or by equivalent circuit calculations. TEER values are conventionally normalized to a surface area of 1 cm 2 to give specific TEER values in Ωcm
2
. One should keep in mind that TEER cannot distinguish between contributions from cell-cell junctions and resistance arising in the subcellular cleft. In contrast, the resistance values typically plotted for ECIS measurements do not include routine subtractions or adjustments for electrode size. Moreover, ECIS resistance readout includes in-phase impedance contributions of the entire system, arising from the cell layer itself, electrode-electrolyte interface, bulk resistance, and wiring. The most accurate way to extract a TEER equivalent value from ECIS data is via the mathematical model that separates the parameters R b , α, and C m . R b describes the resistance arising from the cell-cell junctions and is reported as Ωcm 2 , α with units of Ω 1/2 cm is the impedance contribution from the subcellular cleft, and C m describes the membrane capacitance reported in μF/cm 2 . R b is closest to a TEER value measured by other means (CellZScope, Chopsticks) but is substantially less in magnitude since the resistance from the subcellular cleft is subtracted. Time-dependent ECIS model analysis on consecutive impedance spectra can be used to study the effect of agonists on individual changes in cell-cell, cell-substrate contacts, or changes in membrane capacitance respectively [83, 72] . However, the legitimate rationale why most ECIS users plot resistance instead of R b time courses is to enhance the temporal resolution of the measurements. Indeed, in order to extract R b , a whole frequency spectrum needs to be recorded for each time point. When data is measured at a single frequency, the temporal resolution of the measurements is about 20 times higher (0.5 s per well at 1 frequency versus 10 s per well at 11 frequencies). One should keep in mind that R b is a model parameter derived by applying a mathematical model to the data from biological samples. The model is based on certain assumptions: (i) the electrode is covered with a confluent cell layer, (ii) the cells are regarded as circular discs with a uniform average radius r in uniform average distance d above the electrode, (iii) the current flows radially in the space between the basal membrane and the electrode surface, and (iv) the current density does not change in z-direction [39] . These assumptions might not always hold true for the experimental situation, and the implications of deviations from these assumptions are not completely understood. Thus, changes in R b should be critically evaluated when the situation on the electrode is suspected to be significantly different from HDMEC 24, 48, 72 , and 96 h after seeding on gelatin-coated glass slides and stained for VEcadherin (goat anti VE-cadherin, Alexa Fluor®594-labeled rabbit anti goat), actin (Alexa Fluor®488-labeled phalloidin), and DNA (Hoechst33342). c-h Monitoring parameters for endothelial barrier function. c-e Impedance magnitude |Z|, f-h resistance R. c, f frequency spectra of a cell-free and cell-covered (confluent HDMEC) 8W1E electrode for |Z| and R. d, g The ratio of the respective (|Z| or R) for a cell-covered electrode to a cell-free electrode is used to extract the monitoring frequency with maximum sensitivity. Maximum sensitivity to monitor changes at cell-cell junctions for a given cell type and a given electrode type (2 kHz in this case) is extracted from plotting R cell-covered / R cell-free as a function of frequency. e, h Time course of |Z| (e) and R (h) at 2 kHz for the same confluent HDMEC cell layer grown on a 8W1E electrode in response to addition of 10 μM histamine (black arrows) the model assumptions. The most accurate calculation of model values is expected when the cell layer is confluent without defects and homogeneous with respect to cell size. The cell structural architecture, such as components of the cytoskeleton, cell-cell, and cell-substrate junctional complexes, can be assessed by immuno-histochemical staining of the cell layers on the electrodes after an ECIS experiment. This allows changes in cell-cell junctions reflected by R b to be validated using diverse microscopic techniques or molecular permeability assays. However, the validity of the ECIS parameter α is much more difficult to assess by alternative methods and may explain the hitherto limited use of α quantification in endothelial barrier function analysis. However, a recent study showed that changes in α correlated nicely with changes in adherens junction regulation [2] .
Monitoring frequency Endothelial barrier function measurements are typically recorded using the in-phase impedance (resistance) at 4000 Hz. This frequency was used by Giaever and Keese in their first paper on the subject [38] and set precedent for using 4000 Hz in ECIS measurements. The selection of this frequency was purely happenstance (personal communication), and thus, a scientifically critical look at frequency selection is warranted. As a general guideline, the sensitive frequency for detection of changes in cell layer properties can be determined by dividing the resistance of a cell-covered electrode by the resistance of a cell-free electrode. When these ratios are plotted for each individual frequency, one obtains a curve from which the maximum ratio reflects the frequency with the broadest range of relative change in resistance (Figs. 6g and 7b ). This optimal frequency is cell-type specific (Fig. 7a, b ) and has to be determined empirically, but in most cases, it ranges between 1000 and 6000 Hz. Figure 7b shows that the optimal frequency for HDMEC is around 2000 Hz while that of HUVEC is around 4000 Hz and that of primary aortic rat vascular smooth muscle cells (RVSMC) is between 5000 and 6000 Hz. For cells that form very tight barriers such as endothelial cells from the BBB, the optimal monitoring frequency can be as low as 400 Hz. While this gives the frequency at which we have the greatest dynamic range between cell-free and cell-covered electrode, it may not reflect the frequency at which we have the greatest dynamic range for a given assay. For example, in Fig. 7c , the resistance drop upon HDMEC stimulation with histamine is more pronounced at 400 Hz as compared to 4000 Hz. This is in spite of the fact that at 4000 Hz, R cellcovered /R cell-free is maximal for this specific cell layer on 8W10E+ type electrodes (see comparison of different electrode types in the next paragraph) (Fig. 7c, inserted graph) . This discrepancy between the maximum of R cell-covered /R cellfree and the empirically higher sensitivity at 400 Hz arises from the fact that the extrema of our assay is not cell free/cell covered, but cell covered and perturbed/cell covered. For barrier function assays, the dynamic range of interest is limited to the state of cell-cell junction functionality in confluent cell layers (Fig. 7e) . By plotting the difference in R before and after agonist addition as a function of frequency, it becomes obvious that the dynamic range of the response increases towards lower monitoring frequencies (Fig. 7f) . Thus, the frequency for any assay can be optimized by calculating a frequency plot of (R start −R (max response) )/R start ×100 (Fig. 7g) referred to here as frequency response index (FRI), where R start is the resistance of the fully maturated cell layer before manipulation and R (max response) is the absolute resistance at the maximum response after agonist addition. Ideally, the FRI is determined using the maximum stimulation according to a dose-response experiment. For the histamine experiment, a maximal change in resistance of 27 % is indeed obtained for a frequency of 400 Hz. This refined approach can be chosen when a maximal dynamic range and sensitivity is desired for a specific assay. However, endothelial barrier measurements at 4000 Hz are historically established, and therefore, choosing this frequency allows for better comparison with the abundant data from the current literature. While monitoring endothelial cell behavior at 4000 Hz is non-optimal, the decrease in resistance when tight junctions open remains consistent. Thus, using 4000 Hz is as legitimate as using lower frequencies.
Using resistance to measure barrier function does have a potential artifact. Choosing too high frequencies for monitoring changes in barrier function causes increases in resistance after histamine addition (Fig. 7c, black trace) . This effect, which can be disastrous for correct data interpretation, can be explained by taking a closer look at the resistance spectra obtained from HDMEC and HUVEC (Fig. 7a) . At high frequencies (>10,000 Hz), the resistance spectrum of HDMEC which is known to form tighter cell-cell junctions than HUVEC bends below the spectrum of HUVEC and below that of the non-barrier forming RVSMC. Thus, when the selected monitoring frequency is too high, the actual decrease in barrier integrity artefactually translates into an increase in barrier function. This behavior is also correctly reflected by the frequency response index (Fig. 7g) and can thus be avoided by FRI analysis. In contrast, when impedance is chosen as the sensitive monitoring parameter, instead of resistance, selecting a high frequency will affect the sensitivity of the signal, but not its quality (Fig. 7d) .
Electrode size and layout The surface area of the effective electrode has to be considered when selecting optimal monitoring frequency (Fig. 8) . The smaller the radius (r) of a circular electrode, the larger the constriction resistance (equaling 1/r) and the greater the contribution of impedance from the electrode-solution interface (equaling 1/r 2 ; with or without cells) to the overall impedance. This electrical behavior explains how variations in the electrode size and electrode layout can alter contributions to the overall signal and lead to changes in sensitivity. In general, a smaller electrode area creates a higher sensitivity towards changes at the electrode-solution interface and, therefore, at the electrode-cell layer interface. However, the size of the cell population from which the measurement is made shrinks with decreasing electrode size, providing less statistical coverage of the cells studied. Furthermore, with very small electrodes, parasitic impedance contributions arising from stray capacitance within cables and measuring equipment become problematic. Therefore, electrode sizes below 5×10 −5 cm 2 (e.g., the 8W1E described so far, Fig. 8a ) are rarely used.
Figure 8a-c illustrates the three different electrode types frequently used in the study of endothelial barrier function 8W1E, 8W10E, and 8W10E+, respectively. The first electrode layout of ECIS, the 8W1E arrays, comprises one circular working electrode with a diameter of 5×10 −5 cm 2 which has been created by photolithographic techniques as an opening in the insulating polymer and about 500 times larger counter electrode in each well (Fig. 8a) . A caveat of the classical 8W1E electrode type is that measurements represent only a small fraction of the cell layer, which, depending on the cell type, typically ranges between 20 and 100 cells (see, for example, Fig. 3b with ∼30 HDMEC cells on an 8W1E electrode). Especially in cases where the cell monolayer is heterogeneous, a small sampling area can become problematic, as one may encounter high well-to-well variability. The 8W10E-type electrodes have ten electrode openings of 5×10 −5 cm 2 each (Fig. 8b) , which provides an active surface area ten times The inserted graph shows the ratio of the cell layer to cell-free resistance (R x /R cell-free ) for each condition x. f Frequency-dependent difference in resistance ΔR (R x −R cell-free ) for HDMEC under conditions x as described in e. g Frequency response index (FRI) for HDMEC cell layers upon histamine (blue) or thrombin (gray, dotted) stimulation. FRI has been defined as (R (max response) −R start )/R start ×100 [%]. Here, R (max response) denotes the lowest resistance reached after agonist addition and R start is the initial baseline resistance of the intact cell layer larger compared to the 8W1E electrodes. Measurements with the 8W10E type electrodes thus increase statistical coverage across a larger cell population and exhibit lower total resistance compared to 8W1E electrodes (Fig. 8d) , but only slightly decreases the sensitivity (Fig. 8e) . The ability to average data from a larger cell population can be advantageous when basal constitutive fluctuations in cell shape within the monolayer must be distinguished from large responses to experimental manipulation, such as agonist stimulations and pharmacological or molecular manipulations (Fig. 8g, h ). The 8W10E+ layout offers an even better statistical coverage of the cell layer than the 8W10E arrays. In this setup, a total of 40 electrode openings are evenly distributed over the 0.8 cm 2 well surfaces (Fig. 8c) . To achieve this, the 40 electrodes are lithographically patterned on an interdigitated finger structure by creating 20 gold openings for each electrode and counter electrode. Despite the entirely different layout of 8W10E+ electrodes, they retained the "10E" nomenclature due to the similar electrical behavior they share with the 8W10E electrodes (see spectra in Fig. 8d ). One notable difference is that while 8W1E and 8W10E electrodes distinguish between a small working electrode and an at least 100 times larger counter electrode, this is not the case for the 8W10E+ where all 40 gold surfaces contribute equally to the overall measurement. An important caveat to keep in mind is that with any given cell type plated on any given electrode, the optimal frequency has to be determined empirically (Fig. 8e) as this frequency can change depending on the quality of the cell layer in terms of species of origin, vascular bed, cell passage number, cell isolation, and culture conditions. Figure 8f shows a wide variability of the optimal frequencies (ranging from 1414 to 8000 Hz) obtained from 49 (on 8W1E) and 61 (on 8W10E+) independent cell populations of HDMEC originating from different cell isolations (different donors) and different passage numbers. The difference in electrode size (e.g., 8W1E versus 8W10E+) leads to an overall shift in the optimal frequencies (Fig. 8f) .
Normalization of raw data A historically rooted practice is the presentation of data as normalized values (Fig. 9) . In this case, resistance or impedance magnitude at each time point is normalized to baseline values either at time 0 or before manipulation of the cell layer, such as addition of an agonist. However, normalization can hide flaws in the raw values, especially when cell layers with different baseline values are compared (Fig. 9a) . A difference in basal cell layer resistance typically reflects an inherent difference in barrier function and, thus, cell layer integrity, maturity, and architecture. Therefore, the effect of an experimental manipulation, such as the addition of an agonist (in this case, the inflammatory agonist thrombin), inevitably results in responses of smaller size and slower kinetics in the condition with lower baseline resistance (Fig. 9b) . In the example given in Fig. 9a , b, cell layers of different maturity were used. When HDMEC cell layers that have been cultured on the electrode arrays for 48, 72, or 96 h (seeded at a cell density of 100,000 cells/cm 2 ) were subjected to thrombin stimulation, both the baseline resistance of the cell layer and the magnitude of resistance drop after thrombin stimulation increased with time in culture (Fig. 9a) . Normalization of these data hides the differences in baseline resistance and leads to respective over-or underestimation of the impedance drop (Fig. 9b) . As compared to Fig. 6a, HDMEC   Fig. 9 ECIS data presentation and influence of baseline resistance variability on signal intensity after GPCR stimulation. Presentation of resistance time courses of HDMEC on 8W10+ as a absolute resistance (R, in kΩ) or b normalized resistance (norm R, dimensionless) at a monitoring frequency of 4 kHz. All absolute values were normalized to the last reading before the addition of 5 nM thrombin (arrow). Information on initial baseline resistance is lost when data are plotted as normalized values if not explicitly documented within the figure or figure caption. a The influence of HDMEC culture time (48, 72 , or 96 h) on initial cell layer resistance and signal intensity upon addition of 5 nM thrombin (arrow). c Statistical analysis on the influence of basal cell layer resistance on response intensity upon thrombin stimulation (5 nM). The normalized difference between baseline value (R start ) and the minimum resistance reached after thrombin addition (R min ) is plotted as a function of initial cell layer resistance and grouped in clusters of 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, and 4-5 kΩ with each cluster representing data from N=13-25 independent experiments. Note that data used for this analysis originate from HDMEC cell layers after at least 72 h in culture. d-f Cell culture parameters that influence baseline resistance of endothelial cells and response intensity and kinetics to GPCR agonists. d Time course of resistance after inoculation of 8W10E+ ECIS electrodes with HDMEC cells at either passage P6 or P12 of the same isolation using the same cell number (80,000 cells/well; average and SD from N=4). e Response of HDMEC cells at either passage P6 or P12 as from d to thrombin (5 nM) stimulation. f Time course of resistance of 8W10E+ ECIS electrodes with HDMEC cells from the same passage number (P5) but from different isolations (A, B, C) after stimulation with 5 nM thrombin. Absolute resistance values of the respective cell layers under baseline conditions are included in the figure needs about 3-4 days to establish a fully matured cell layer with maximum electrical resistance. Consequently, the dynamic range between fully established barrier and by thrombin disrupted barrier is maximal for the fully matured cell layer. A quantification of the relationship between baseline resistance and the magnitude of resistance drop after thrombin addition (Fig. 9c) clearly revealed that the intensity of response is dependent on initial cell layer resistance. When barrierdisrupting effects are to be monitored, cells have to be cultured on the arrays for at least 72 h when cell layers have reached basal resistances of about 3000Ω or more (Figs. 6a and 9a) .
Cell culture Every cell type will have a specific optimal layer resistance that should be determined empirically and will behave differently depending on species of origin, vascular bed, passage number, seeding densities, array surface preparation, and cell culture on the ECIS array.
The time of cell culture on the array critically influences maturation of cell-cell junctions and response to agonist stimulation, as illustrated in Fig. 9a . Moreover, influences from cell passage number, isolation procedure, and source can significantly affect the basal resistance of cultured endothelial cells (Fig. 9d, e) . HDMEC cell layers of low passage number (P6) can reach a resistance of over 4000Ω, whereas high passage number HDMEC (P12) cell layers tend to be limited in their barrier-forming capabilities reaching only resistances of 2500Ω or less, as has been observed for other cell batches with passage numbers above P9 (Fig. 9d) . As repeatedly mentioned, low basal cell layer resistance limits the dynamic range of agonist response (Fig. 9e) . Other cell culture parameters can influence the quality of the cell layer, which can include pre-coating of the electrodes with extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, time of serum starvation before agonist addition, or differences in medium composition, especially regarding content of growth factors such as VEGF. For example, when culturing of HDMEC cells on ECIS arrays, several aspects have to be considered. Since cells do not bind directly to the electrode surface, but rely on molecular interaction of their integrins to extracellular matrix proteins that contain the RDGS binding sequence, cell attachment and spreading depend on pre-absorption of proteins to the electrode surface. In all presented examples, ECIS electrodes were prepared by pre-absorption of denatured collagen (gelatin, 0.2 % in PBS) to promote integrin-dependent cell attachment and spreading. Alternatively, to this low-cost coating substrate, defined ECM proteins such as collagen IV, fibronectin, vitronectin, or laminin can be used in either pure form or in mixture. Different ECM proteins are attributed with distinct roles in vascular morphogenesis, stabilization, endothelial proliferation, and survival [24] , and thus, depending on the biological question, the choice of protein for electrode coating can become important [6, 54] . To our knowledge, it has not been established to what extent different protein coatings of in vitro substrates modulate histamine, thrombin, or S1P signaling in mature endothelia. Through the activity of proteases and de novo synthesis of ECM proteins, endothelial cells constantly modify the composition of their basement membrane. Differences in medium composition can significantly influence endothelial cell maturation. The medium supplement hydrocortisone helps HDMEC cell layers in reaching higher and more stable resistances, while a lack of hydrocortisone, especially when ascorbic acid is included in medium, decreases baseline resistance and induces periodical oscillations (data not shown). Hydrocortisone and ascorbic acid seem to have positive effect on recovery of baseline resistance after stimulation with histamine or thrombin (data not shown). In fact, a barrierstabilizing effect on endothelial cells from the blood brain barrier has been shown for hydrocortisone and other glucocorticoids, as they increase adherens junction and tight junction protein expression and induce cytoskeletal rearrangements [43, 115] . A barrier-stabilizing effect of ascorbic acid was linked to an increase in collagen synthesis, an extracellular matrix component of the endothelial basal membrane [104] .
For some agonists, serum starvation helps in increasing the responsiveness of the endothelial cell layer to the respective agonist. Changes to low serum media (basal medium with 0.3 % serum) were found to enhance the basal resistance of HDMEC cell layers after between 6 and 24 h of serum starvation and positively influence the responsiveness to histamine and thrombin (data not shown).
An important factor to consider when working with primary endothelial cells is the cell source; different batch of cells originating from different pools of small donor population will behave differently. HDMEC obtained from three different isolations seeded at low passage number (P5) at the same initial cell density shows differences in cell layer maturation. Cell layer resistance 4 days after seeding differed significantly for the three isolations, as the values included in Fig. 9f indicate. Thrombin stimulation resulted in a typical response profile for all three isolations, although the kinetics of cell layer recovery to baseline resistance varied significantly (Fig. 9f) . Although most often discrepancies in cell layer response to inflammatory agonists can be attributed to variability in basal endothelial cell layer resistance, it is highly likely that the cells' genetic and epigenetic programs are additional factors that influence the responsiveness and recovery potential of the endothelium.
For this and all other caveats discussed so far, it cannot be overstated that other endothelial cell types isolated from different species and/or different vascular beds might respond differently and the above discussed parameters have to be determined empirically for each endothelial cell type. Therefore, we recommend an initial full characterization of typical electrical behavior of each given cell type on ECIS electrodes under optimal culture conditions prior to the actual experiment. Ideally, the cell culture is monitored for a broad frequency range (10-10 5 Hz at 11-20 distinct frequencies) starting from cell inoculation onto the ECIS electrodes until the decease of the culture and including all necessary media changes. Data from such experiment will provide valuable information on (i) time until and value of maximum resistance/impedance for each selected frequency, (ii) frequency with maximum sensitivity for the given cell type and array type, and (iii) cell-type specific optimum time frame for a given assay. Moreover, such data set includes valuable reference data (i.e., typical baseline resistance/impedance) as a basis for quality control of cell layers in future experiments. In this light, also, α, R b , C m analysis of frequency spectra recorded at ideal experimental conditions can serve as additional look-up parameters for quality control and cell-type specific characterization. Unfortunately, the common practice of publishing ECIS data as normalized values hides a lot of valuable information on cell-type specific electrical properties.
Pharmacological and molecular manipulations Studies aimed at determining the molecular players involved in the regulation of endothelial barrier function often use pharmacological or molecular manipulation of the cell layer. For manipulation of different signaling molecules and pathways, cultured endothelia can be subjected to pre-incubation with various pharmacological inhibitors or activators before the receptor agonist is added. Targets of these pharmacological pretreatments typically are cytoskeletal proteins [14] , kinases [51, 59] , GTPases [123] , phospholipases [48] , phosphodiesterases [51] , ion channels [90] , or second messengers such as calcium [65, 16] or cAMP [93] . Because of limited selectivity of pharmacological drugs and consequently difficulties in accurate interpretation of results without ignoring possible off-target effects, manipulation of cells using molecular approaches are becoming more and more common. By ectopic expression of complementary DNA (cDNA) encoding either wild-type or mutated/truncated protein variants or protein knockdown using siRNA or shRNA, the levels of specific proteins can be elevated or decreased. By this means, the effect of ectopic expression or knockdown is studied on either endothelial barrier maturation [1] or in response to agonist stimulation [11, 110] . Strategies such as "erase and replace" experiments combine both approaches, starting with an siRNA-or shRNA-mediated knockdown of the protein of interest and followed by expression of either a wild-type control or a mutated/truncated form of the same protein [41, 90] . Unless stably transfected cell lines or isolates from knockout animals are used, these techniques require transfections or viral infections of cells prior to seeding on ECIS electrodes or during cell layer maturation on the array [110] . Thus, these manipulations evoke additional challenges in ECIS assay reproducibility, which can essentially be narrowed down to (i) transfection efficiency and (ii) survival rate. These parameters are of special concern in ECIS assays, as the electrodes beneath the cell layer can only probe a fraction of the cell layer and cannot be selected according to local transfection efficiency. In a cell layer with a transfection efficiency of 80 %, it is still possible that none of the cells on the actual electrode is actually transfected (extreme case, 8W1E). In situ electroporation using the ECIS electrodes to introduce siRNA, cDNA, or other macromolecules into cells [95] could provide an interesting possible solution, as transfection is restricted to the cell population directly on the electrode. Toxic side effects of transfection reagents or massive protein overexpression can significantly affect survival rate and the process of cell layer maturation and, as a consequence, baseline resistance of the cell layer. This is especially problematic when differently transfected populations are to be compared and reveal an offset in baseline resistance. Observed differences can be a result of the actual molecular manipulation or merely due to differences in survival rate and cell layer maturation timeline. Therefore, in all experiments that include pharmacological treatment or molecular manipulation of the cell layer, it is important to pay attention to absolute resistance/impedance values of the cell layer.
Agonist addition and preparation For monitoring of fast cell layer responses to GPCR stimulation, the agonist has to be added during data acquisition which requires manual fluid handling in a common laboratory setting. The method of delivery of the agonist solution to the cell layer and the volume of that agonist solution is critical (Fig. 10a-d) . The addition of agonists in very low volumes (e.g., 2 μL of a 200× stock to a final cell well volume of 400 μL) may delay cell responses due to the time required for diffusion of such small volume and thereby influence reproducibility, as we illustrate for addition of thrombin to HDMEC cell layers on 8W10E+ type electrodes (see Fig. 10a, d ). On the other hand, the addition of very high volumes (e.g., 200 μL of 2×stock) introduces an artefactual contamination of the agonist response with the cells' reaction to physical stimuli such as shear stress and temperature changes (Fig. 10c, d) . A mere opening of the incubator in order to add of the agonist solution to the wells transiently increases HDMEC cell layer resistance by about 100Ω (data not shown). As a general guideline, the addition of 20 μL of 20× agonist solution (e.g., 100 nM of thrombin for a final concentration of 5 nM) yields maximal reproducibility and causes the least disturbances to the cell layer (Fig. 10b, d ). The agonist in 20 μL is ideally added into the middle of the well by dipping the pipet tip just below the fluid meniscus and steadily and slowly releasing the agonist solution into the fluid.
For some agonists, a proper preparation of the agonist solution can be crucial for the success of the experiment. In ECIS experiments with HDMEC, for example, we found that the response profile to S1P addition significantly changed with different preparation of the agonist stock solution (Fig. 10e) . When the S1P stock was prepared from a methanol-containing solution, HDMEC showed a multiphasic response with a first transient increase of resistance for up to 5 min followed by a decrease slightly below baseline values and a final more sustained increase (Fig. 10e, gray  curve) . By removal of methanol residues from S1P through evaporation under a dry nitrogen stream before re-suspension in low serum medium, increased HDMEC resistance in response to S1P was sustained (Fig. 10e, black curve) . The magnitude of the HDMEC monolayer response to S1P could be further enhanced by adding a final concentration of 0.03 mg/ml fatty acid-free BSA to the agonist solution (Fig. 10e, red curve) . S1P is poorly dissolvable in organic solvents and in aqueous solutions unless it is bound to an amphiphilic carrier [84] . In blood serum, albumin is the major physiological carrier of lipids after HDL and LDL [73] . It has been shown that BSA is required for S1P solubilization after release from platelets [50] and that S1P bound to these natural lipid carriers is potent in activating S1P receptors on endothelial cells [117] .
Concluding comments
We have described the practical guidelines and challenges of basic endothelial barrier function ECIS assays using wild-type endothelial cell layer stimulated with GPCR agonists such as thrombin, histamine, and S1P. This protocol can be easily adapted to include additional treatments and manipulations of the endothelial cell layers. Of course, applications can be adapted to the study of other agonists that impact on endothelial barrier function such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [10, 14] , bradykinin [83] , tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) [86, 91] , lipopolysaccharides (LPS) [15, 16, 18] , or prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) [51] . However, the time of cell response might differ significantly. While thrombin and histamine, as typical GPCR agonists, evoke transient changes in barrier function, agonists like VEGF act over a time course of hours. Because of limited selectivity of pharmacological inhibitors and consequently difficulties in accurate interpretation of results without ignoring possible off-target effects, manipulation of cells using molecular approaches including introduction of cDNA and siRNA becomes more and more common. In all experiments that include pharmacological solutions on the response profiles of HDMEC cells upon stimulation with 1 μM S1P (arrows) (average and SD of N=4). All S1P working solutions were prepared as a 20× stock (20 μM) and added to reach a final well volume of 400 μL. Gray trace: S1P solution (1 mM) in methanol diluted (1:50) in low serum medium. Black trace: Methanol was evaporated from the S1P from the stock solution under a dry nitrogen stream and reconstituted in low serum medium with 5 min sonication. Red trace: Methanol was evaporated from the S1P stock solution as described above and reconstituted in HBSS with 0.03 mg/ml fatty acidfree BSA treatment or molecular manipulation of the cell layer, it is important that the ensuing effects on basal cell layer resistance and on the response to agonist stimulation are not viewed independently. Differences in basal cell layer resistance between otherwise identical experimental conditions can affect the intensity and kinetics of response to agonist stimulation, pharmacological treatment, and intracellular manipulations of molecular pathways. Therefore, experimental manipulation that resulted in cell populations with different baseline monolayer resistance values is likely to generate misleading results, and such data should be interpreted cautiously. Because ECIS can provide information on the basic passive electrical properties of an endothelial cell layer and its barrier properties, ECIS can also be used to determine the quality of primary cell isolations [13] .
Even though the current manuscript is tailored to endothelial research, similar considerations and guidelines apply to epithelial barrier studies. Common properties of endothelia and epithelia are the formation of selective barriers between two compartments, which are established by the formation of well-regulated cell-cell junctions, most importantly adherens junctions and tight junctions. However, the molecular organization and topology of endothelial junctional structures are more variable and less restricted as compared to epithelial junctions. In endothelia, adherens junctions, tight junctions, and gap junctions are often intermingled to form a complex zonular network at overlapping strands of adjacent endothelial cells, while in epithelia, different junctional complexes are generally found at distinct topologies along the intercellular cleft [108] . Differences in molecular composition of junctional proteins exist, as some of them, such as VE-cadherin and the TJ protein claudin-5, are exclusively found in endothelia [108] . Even though cadherins crucially contribute to the formation and stability of cell-cell junctions, barrier function can be majorly ascribed to the existence of tight junctions. Expression levels of tight junctional occludin seem to correlate with the permeability of endothelia from different vascular beds, with highest expression levels reached in the BBB [9] . As opposed to most endothelia tight junctions of epithelia, due to their distinct role in selective transport and filtration, they are often better developed and equipped with ion-selective claudins. Thus, the relative benefits of solid substrate-based electrical measurements versus conventional filter-based tracer permeability may change depending on the biological question and type of endothelium or endothelium under study. Generally speaking, the same recommendations discussed herein for ECIS measurements using endothelial cells can be applied to epithelial cells. For any given cell type, we recommend an initial experiment recording the kinetics of attachment, spreading, and cell layer maturation; this will provide the basis for establishing the cell culture protocol on ECIS electrodes and for defining the suitable monitoring parameters such as frequency and temporal resolution.
It is worth mentioning that other aspects of ECIS such as wound healing assays, monitoring of cell proliferation, and micromotion analysis can also be exploited to analyze endothelial and epithelial cell behavior in response to pharmacological and molecular manipulations, as recently summarized in an online video protocol [98] . In the wound healing assay, elevated electric fields are used to selectively induce a lesion that is restricted to the electrode area. Time-dependent repopulation of the "electrically wounded" cell-free area is then recorded electrically to obtain information on the migratory behavior of endothelial cells [33] . Analysis of cell adhesion upon cell seeding on electrodes can be useful in identifying the molecular players involved in the regulation of cell-matrix interactions [81, 101] . Similarly, micromotion analysis has been used to quantify small and fast re-arrangements of the cell-cell junctions [97] . The introduction of 96-well assay format provides means for high-throughput screening and enhanced statistical analysis. Future platforms combining impedance measurements with optical measurements will offer means to simultaneously determine impedance and protein localization and movement or measure ions and second messengers in real time; these tools will provide powerful means to study the molecular signaling mechanisms associated with cell functions.
Finally, as far as scientific interpretations of biological responses and their extrapolations to the physiological situations are concerned, caution should be applied as ECIS is an in vitro technique that studies cells in culture outside of their in vivo context. Endothelial as well as epithelial cells in culture do not fully recapitulate the in vivo situation, and any extrapolation of ECIS data to the in vivo condition has to be backed by additional methods such as in vitro co-culture systems or ideally in vivo measurements of permeability from isolated intact tissues or whole animals. One of the major discrepancies between the in vitro assay and in vivo situation is that ECIS is based on a rigid cell-electrode surface and does not allow for accumulation of a measurable substrate (e.g., albumin) into either the luminal or abluminal side. Thus, changes in endothelial and epithelial cell layer resistance measured with ECIS cannot reflect any tension or volume adjustments that would normally occur in soft tissues. ECIS measurements on a rigid substrate might thus lead to an underor overestimation of endothelial barrier disruption upon exposure to inflammatory agonists. An underestimation of the severity in endothelial barrier breakdown can be anticipated when regarding the fact that the ECIS in vitro system cannot account for effect of hydrostatic pressure that might aggravate cell-cell disruption in an in vivo setting. However, it has also been shown that mechanical forces on intact endothelial cell layers can enhance barrier properties [79, 27, 103] and thus might render the endothelium less sensitive to agonist-induced barrier disruption in the first place. Another view is that the rigid substrate cannot adapt to tensile forces as it is possible in the much more flexible basal membrane of the blood vessel. Such flexibility of underlying tissue might allow for considerable compensations to encounter endothelial contractile forces that lead to the often observed dramatic intercellular gaps on rigid substrates. ECIS experiments are commonly performed without accounting for physiologically or pathologically relevant hydrostatic pressure across the endothelium nor are the influence of shear stress and cyclic stretch on endothelial barrier properties taken into account. Even though the importance of such mechanical loads on endothelial properties has already been established in the early 1990s [35, 124, 53, 23] , comparably few techniques have been described that actually include distinct mechanical forces in their experimental systems, as is nicely reviewed by Wegener and Seebach [114, 28] . For example, ECIS electrodes have been introduced in laminar flow channels or cone and plate rheological systems [89, 28] . Especially when it comes to studying the effect of short-lived rises in the local concentration of certain agonist, accounting for hydrodynamic flow can be an important aspect, as flow systems might help to understand the influence blood circulation on inflammatory agonist clearance and associated dynamics of endothelial barrier recovery after agonist washout. Taken together, in order to achieve a more accurate transferability of in vitro generated data to the physiological situation developments in these directions will be absolutely essential.
